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Studying management accounting is one of the best business investments a student can make, 
because managers of all organisations—whether profit-seeking (ranging from a small corner 
store in Darwin to a large multinational corporation like BHP Billiton) or not-for profit—need 
to use management accounting concepts, information and practices. Management accounting 
provides key data to managers that enable them to plan, control and estimate the costs of outputs 
(products and services) and other cost objects like customers. We focus on how management 
accounting helps managers to make better decisions because management accountants are 
integral members of their organisations’ decision-making teams. This textbook provides a 
decision-making framework and demonstrates how the analytical tools that students will learn 
prepare them to contribute to an organisation’s success. As future management accountants and 
informed managers, they will provide data, perform analyses and estimate the effects on revenue 
and costs. 

Notwithstanding his contributions to other areas, Charles T. (Chuck) Horngren’s biggest 
imprint was on management accounting.1 Before the 1960s, cost accounting textbooks had 
placed primary emphasis on calculating the cost of inventory for financial reporting, with 
little emphasis on managers’ uses of accounting information. Credited with ‘pioneering 
modern-day management accounting’ and described as ‘a champion of innovation and 
change’, Horngren published his own Cost accounting: a managerial emphasis in 1962. This 
broke with traditional texts of the time and almost on its own changed the emphasis of the 
discipline. Horngren’s objective was to demonstrate to university teachers and students alike 
‘how the most important role of accounting within an organization was as a management 
tool for making wiser decisions. The book soon became one of the most respected and widely 
used textbooks in the field, used throughout the world.’ The sixteenth US (global) edition is 
in press at the time of writing and continues to focus on management accounting information 
that informs managers and managers’ decisions in changing organisations within a changing 
environment. Although Horngren himself moved from cost accounting to the broader ambit 
of management accounting, the title of his original text has been retained because it is firmly 
connected with his work in this area. 

Among other major issues, an organisation’s successful strategy, development and 
implementation depend on sound decisions. By focusing on basic concepts, analyses, uses and 
procedures instead of procedures alone, we recognise management accounting as a managerial 
tool for business strategy and implementation. Increasingly, organisations are concerned with 
the social and environmental impacts of their decisions, and the management accountant 
has a role to play in recognising and measuring those impacts. Rapidly changing social, 
environmental and economic conditions present opportunities and threats. To be economically 
sustainable, organisations must recognise and manage the interrelationships between social, 
environmental and economic performance. 

The first Australian edition was a response to feedback from Australian academics who 
called for a book to which their students could relate and with which they could readily engage. 
The second edition improved on this theme, and the third edition continues in the same vein, 
presenting the best of both worlds. The authors are among world leaders in the development of 
contemporary management accounting and illustrate their ideas with Australian examples that 

Preface

1 This paragraph is based largely on Castillo, C. 2011, ‘The Stanford GSB Experience School news & history. Charles 
T. Horngren, Management Accounting Pioneer: 1926–2011’, <https://www.gsb.stanford.edu/stanford-gsb-experience/
news-history/charles-t-horngren-management-accounting-pioneer-1926-2011>; the quoted material is extracted from 
that piece.

xiii 



make the textbook come alive for students. Every chapter features stories about Australian and 
international organisations, including their efforts to improve sustainability to demonstrate the 
connection between sustainability and cost and management accounting concepts.

The third Australian edition largely maintains the structure and emphasis of the two 
previous editions. In preparing the current edition, we have noted the comments of reviewers 
and users of the second Australian edition, the fifteenth and sixteenth US editions and our own 
experience of teaching management accounting. While responding to the need for a strong 
Australian context, we recognise that many organisations operate in a global context and that 
many of our students are from other countries. The third edition accordingly maintains an 
Australian flavour within a global context. 

Hallmark features of Horngren’s Cost 
accounting: a managerial emphasis

■	 Exceptionally strong emphasis on managerial uses of cost information.
■	 Clarity and understandability.
■	 Aimed at preparing students for the rewards and challenges they might face in the 

professional management accounting world of today and tomorrow, through the 
development of analytical skills and the values and behaviours that make management 
accountants effective in the workplace.

■	 Excellent integration of cutting-edge and well-established topics.
■	 Emphasis on and integration of sustainability: from its introduction in chapter 1, through 

illustrating its connection with management accounting via real-world features drawn 
from various organisations and contexts throughout the book, to comprehensive coverage 
in chapter 21, the final chapter of the book.

■	 Emphasis on behavioural implications.
■	 Extensive use of real-world examples, both Australian and international. 
■	 Ability to teach chapters in different sequences.
■	 Excellent quantity, quality and range of assignment material.
■	 Streamlined presentation.
■	 Try It interactive questions to give students the opportunity to apply a concept they have 

just learned. 

Features retained from the first two  
Australian editions

■	 The five-step guide to decisions, which appears throughout.
■	 The modular, flexible organisation that permits a unit to be custom-tailored and to 

facilitate diverse approaches to teaching and learning.
■	 Vignettes that open each chapter.
■	 Concepts in action features.
■	 Sustainability in action features.
■	 As in the second edition, ‘Determining how costs behave’ (chapter 3) precedes ‘Cost–

volume–profit analysis’ (chapter 4) to provide a foundation for cost behaviour before 
dealing with it. 

xiv   PREFACE



Revised chapter sequence
■	 Chapters 5–9 present a cohesive focus on managing processes, activities and capacity 

and estimating costs and prices for outputs (whether services or products) and other cost 
objects, as well as activity-based costing.

■	 Chapters 11–13 similarly focus on management control, responsibility accounting, 
budgeting, standard costing and variance analysis.

■	 Chapters 15–20 extend management control to strategic control and performance 
evaluation.

■	 Chapter 21 (previously chapter 14) consolidates the Sustainability in action features and 
provides a basis for evaluating social and environmental issues in the context of strategic 
and operational dimensions addressed throughout the text. This material appears at the 
end of the text to facilitate the holistic approach described above. In response to feedback, 
the chapter also focuses more tightly on management accounting issues.

■	 Chapter 10, ‘Decision making and relevant information’, has again been moved in the 
current edition—so that pricing is added to students’ knowledge acquired from earlier 
chapters and is available to students to apply to decisions in chapter 10.

■	 ‘Allocation of support-department costs, common costs and revenues’ (chapter 14; previously 
chapter 13) has been moved to facilitate the flow of earlier chapters.

Revised chapter content  
We have introduced many new vignettes and Concepts in action features while retaining the 
best of the rest.

■	 New end-of-chapter questions, exercises and problems have been added to all chapters and 
most of those that have been retained have been revised.

■	 Chapter 1 has been broadened and extended to the examination of strategic issues.
■	 Absorption costing and its impact on reported profit have been moved from chapter 2 in 

the second edition to the latter part of chapter 6. Students are likely to assimilate this topic 
more readily at that point, after an in-depth examination of costing issues in chapter 5 and 
in earlier sections of chapter 6.

■	 A new chapter (chapter 5) has been added on estimating the costs of services, extending 
the emphasis on services introduced in the second edition. It includes the purposes of 
and criteria for allocating costs, and the symptoms of a failing costing system, which had 
appeared in chapter 6 of the second edition (now chapter 8). The material presented in 
chapter 5 also applies to chapter 6 and serves as an appropriate lead-in to chapter 8. 

■	 Chapter 6 itself has been extended to include estimation of the cost of inventory and profit 
earned.

■	 Chapters 7 and 8 have both been restructured and rewritten, with extensive revision of the 
language of activity-based costing.

There is ample text and assignment material in the textbook’s 21 chapters for a two-semester 
course, while the first 13 chapters provide the essence of a one-semester course with the 
opportunity to add chapters as required. This textbook can be used immediately after a 
student has completed an introductory course in financial accounting, or it can build on an 
introductory course in managerial accounting.
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Key features of the Australian 
edition

xvi 

1Management accounting 
in context

1 

All organisations are concerned about revenues and costs in the pursuit of their 
mission. Whether their outputs are management services, fast food, the latest 
designer fashions or outcomes from a not-for-profit endeavour, managers must 
understand the influence of revenues and costs on their operations or risk losing 
control. Managers use management accounting information to make decisions 
related to strategy, budgeting, production planning and pricing, among others. 
Of the many candidates for this opening vignette, Sundrop Farms stands out as 
an illustration of many of the themes that run through this book.

innoVAtion in tHe AUstRALiAn oUtBAcK: 
tRAnsFoRMinG seAWAteR AnD sUnLiGHt into 
HiGH-VALUe oUtpUts
In June 2016, Coles Supermarkets took delivery of its first consignment of truss 
tomatoes from Sundrop Farms, situated in Port Augusta, South Australia. Sundrop 
Farms represents an investment of $180 million to $200 million on exhausted farm-land, 
with little potential for traditional agriculture. After early experimentation and a four-
year pilot project not far from the current site, Sundrop Farms attracted $100 million in 
funding from KKR (Kohlberg Kravis Roberts), a global private equity company, which it 
added to funding from the Saumweber family (Philipp Saumweber is the Chief Executive 
Officer  [CEO] of Sundrop Farms) and others, including 
$6 million from the South Australian government. Starting with 
four employees, Sundrop Farms now employs 150 people, 
operates at full capacity and produces 350  tonnes of truss 
tomatoes per week, the demand for which is estimated 
to increase at an annual rate of 15–20%. It sells all of its 
production to Coles Supermarkets, according to the terms of 
a 10-year contract signed with Coles in 2014. 

Sundrop Farms transforms seawater and sunlight into 
high-value truss tomatoes—one product and one variety. 
Although the investment is high, giving rise to high fixed 
costs, Saumweber estimates that the depreciation of the 
investment amounts to less than 50% of the amount that 
would be spent on fossil fuels were it not for the solar 
installation. According to Leigh Oliver, director of KKR in 
Australia: ‘This is an agricultural investment without the 
traditional risks. The highly cyclical nature of natural effects 

Learning ObjectiveS

1 describe management 
accounting and explain its role.

2 describe the constituents of the 
value chain, how the value chain 
relates to the supply chain, and 
the dimensions of performance 
that customers expect.

3 describe planning, control and 
decisions.

4 explain the meaning of 
strategy and the way in which 
management accounting might 
influence strategic decisions. 

5 describe and apply the five-step 
guide to decisions.

6 explain the way in which 
accounting organisations 
influence management 
accountants’ conduct and 
effectiveness and, given the 
context, apply the code of ethics.

Sources: Neales, S. 2016, ‘Desal and solar prove the perfect tomato sauce’, The Australian, 11 June, <http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/desal-and-solar-prove-the-
perfect-tomato-source/news-story/9972772591dd39cbf4a774a0ee93555b>, accessed 16 December 2016; Neales, S. 2016, ‘This is the future of farming’, The Weekend Australian 
Magazine, no date, <http://www.theaustralian.com.au/life/weekend-australian-magazine/this-is-the-future-of-farming/news-story/99fd0a207d8b6aa0768c32fd61b3d00e>, 
accessed 15 December 2016; Sundrop Farms ABC Landline coverage, YouTube, <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KCup_B_RHM4#t=213.079941>, accessed 17 December 
2016; ABC, A Taste of Landline, series 2, episode 4, <http://iview.abc.net.au/programs/taste-of-landline/RA1603Q004S00>, accessed 17 December 2016; Thieberger, V. 2015, ‘The 
company that’s growing food in the desert’, Business Spectator, 20 November, <http://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/the-company-thats-growing-food-in-the-desert/news-
story/8ad288c3f55d7759b434a4e6ca6c11be>, accessed 16 December 2016.

Patryk Kosmider/Shutterstock

M01_HORN2640_03_LT_C01.indd   1 9/6/17   7:20 PM

Learning objectives open each chapter and 
outline the key concepts to be covered . They are 
then signposted in the margins to indicate where 
a particular objective is covered .

CHAPTER 1 ManageMent accounting in context   23

them to be flexible and change course midstream. In step 5, the learning component is critical. 
How have the uncertainties evolved and what do managers need to do to respond to these 
changing circumstances? 

Planning and control for sustainability is equally challenging. What should the Daily News 
do about energy consumption in its printing presses, the recycling of newsprint, and pollution 
prevention? Among the uncertainties that managers face is whether customers will reward 
the Daily News for these actions with loyalty and whether investors will react favourably to 
managers spending resources on sustainability. Information to gauge customer and investor 
sentiment is not easy to obtain. Predicting how sustainability efforts might pay off in the long 
run is far from certain. Even as managers make decisions, the sustainability landscape will 
doubtlessly change in regard to environmental regulations and societal expectations, requiring 
managers to learn and adapt. The challenges do not imply that planning and control systems 
should not be used for these initiatives. Many companies find value in using the systems to 
manage innovation and sustainability. We return to the themes of innovation and sustainability 
at various points in the book.

Two final points: first, managers use information to help implement their strategies. 
For example, action plans often include targets. Although budgets are primarily financial, 
managers use both financial and non-financial information for market share, quality, new 
product development and employee satisfaction. When exercising control, managers compare 
actual and targeted non-financial measures as well as financial measures, and take corrective 
action. Second, a plan must be flexible enough that managers can seize sudden opportunities 
unforeseen at the time the plan was formulated. Control should not lead managers to cling 
to a plan when unfolding events indicate that actions not encompassed by that plan would 
offer better results for the company. Think about this in the context of the Daily News. An 
unexpected and sensational news story, such as a major fraud in the public service, may break; 
if the managers wish to maximise the value of this story and beat competing newspapers to it, 
they need to spend more money on reporting than they had expected before the story broke. 
Through spending more money to cover the story, there is an opportunity to improve results 
for the Daily News by selling more newspapers.

The influence of professional accounting 
organisations on management accounting
The IFAC has 175 members and associates from 130 countries, representing almost 3 million 
accountants. Among these are a number of professional accounting organisations that are 
well known in Australia, particularly those in the UK, USA, New Zealand and Australia itself. 
Many of these organisations have a significant international presence, such as the Chartered 
Institute of Management Accountants (CIMA), the Association of Chartered Certified 
Accountants (ACCA) and CPA Australia. A relatively recent development is associations of 
these organisations across countries, and even closer arrangements such as that between the 
American Institute of CPAs (AICPA) and CIMA, which jointly awards the Chartered Global 
Management Accountant (CGMA) designation, and the merger of the Institute of Chartered 
Accountants in Australia (ICAA) and the New Zealand Institute of Chartered Accountants 
(NZICA) to form Chartered Accountants of Australia and New Zealand (CAANZ). All of 
these organisations specify entry criteria, set and administer examinations, specify continuing 
education requirements and apply codes of ethics. 

Although professional accounting organisations have always stipulated standards of 
ethical professional conduct, corporate scandals over the past two decades like Enron, Arthur 
Andersen, Storm Financial and One.Tel have seriously eroded the public’s confidence in 
corporations. All employees in a company, whether in line management or staff management, 
must comply with the society’s expectations of ethical behaviour.

Accountants have special ethical obligations, given that they are responsible for the 
integrity of the financial information provided to internal and external parties. The 
Sarbanes–Oxley Act 2002 in the USA, passed in response to a series of corporate scandals, 

Learning 
Objective  6
explain the way in which 
accounting organisations 
influence management 
accountants’ conduct 
and effectiveness and, 
given the context, apply 
the code of ethics.

Decision 
PoInt 5

How do managers apply 
the five-step guide to 
decisions and how does 
it relate to management 
accounting?
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Decision points are included 
throughout the chapters so that 
students can check their progress 
towards achieving the learning 
objectives .

A framework for decision making in the 
form of a five-step guide to decisions 
features in chapter 1 and in most of the 
subsequent chapters . It illustrates the way 
in which managers might use management 
accounting information for various decisions . 
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The five-step guide to decisions
Most managers are likely to find that an established approach or framework is useful in 
guiding their decision making. We suggest and apply a five-step guide to a strategic decision 
facing the Daily News, a city newspaper. We do not imply that it is the only guide that might 
be useful, nor do we guarantee that it will be fully applicable in all situations. However, the 
guide might be useful for many of the decision situations in this book, either in its present 
form or modified as required. 

Case: the Daily News
The Daily News is a newspaper published in Australia that differentiates itself from its 
competitors. It focuses on in-depth and well-researched news; employs highly qualified and 
experienced journalists; has developed a website to deliver up-to-the-minute news, interviews 
and analyses; has an automated, computer-integrated, state-of-the-art printing facility; has a 
web-based information technology infrastructure; and uses a distribution network that is one 
of the best in the newspaper industry.

Felicity Fawcett, the CEO of the Daily News, is well aware that profits fell last year, these 
having plateaued in the immediately preceding years. She turns to the five-step framework to 
guide her decision. 

1. Identify the problem. The immediate problem is that profits have fallen and may continue 
to do so. The underlying problem may be that the premium earned from differentiation 
has been eroded by increasing costs without a commensurate increase in prices or in the 
volume of revenues, which may be attributable to Daily News operations, demand in the 
market, the actions of competitors or something else. Part of the problem is the level of 
uncertainty; Felicity does not know how any action that she might take is likely to affect 
profits. 

2. Gather relevant information. Felicity decides to gather information to clarify the problem 
and diminish the uncertainties. She asks Tony Hall, the management accountant, to 
provide details of revenues and costs over the past few years; the marketing manager 
to survey representative readers to gauge how they might react to an increase in the 
newspaper’s selling price; and the advertising sales manager to talk to current and 
potential advertisers to get a better understanding of the advertising market. Tony Hall 
provides information about past increases and decreases in prices and the effect on 
readership, and about past increases and decreases in advertising rates and their effect 
on advertising revenues. He also collects and analyses information on advertising rates 
charged by competing media outlets, including other newspapers. 

3. Identify and evaluate potential courses of action. Felicity and the other managers 
thoroughly review and analyse the information gathered. The management team identifies 
three potential courses of action, which are not mutually exclusive: (1) reduce operating 
costs; (2) increase the selling price per newspaper; and (3) increase the rate per page 
charged to advertisers. They conclude from their evaluation that: (1) a major cost-cutting 
exercise might undermine the differentiation strategy by compromising the very features 
that justify a premium; (2) readers might be upset if management were to increase the 
price of the Daily News, with a consequent decrease in readership and reduction in 
revenue from this source; and (3) there is likely to be a market-wide increase in advertising 
rates in the near future, in which case an increase in Daily News advertising rates would 
have little effect on the number of pages of advertising sold.

Felicity recognises that considerable judgement is required when considering the 
consequences of the contemplated actions. She feels that gathering information, careful 
analysis and in-depth discussion within the management team should go a long way 
towards eliminating biased thinking. Nevertheless, she ponders the conclusion that the 
management team has reached. Have members of the team correctly judged readers’ 
sentiments or has their thinking been overly influenced by anticipation of all the negative 

Learning 
Objective  5
Describe and apply 
the five-step guide to 
decisions.
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Consider a global leader in the rapidly growing generic 
medicines industry, Sandoz Australia, part of the Novartis 
Group. Market pricing pressure means that Sandoz, 
Alphapharm and other generic manufacturers operate on razor-
thin margins. As a result, along with an intricate analysis of 
direct cost variances, Sandoz must also tackle the challenge of 
accounting for overhead cost variances. Sandoz (specifically 
Sandoz US) uses variance analysis and standard costing to 
manage its overhead costs.

Each year, Sandoz prepares an overhead budget based on a 
detailed product production plan, planned overhead spending 
and other factors, including inflation, efficiency initiatives 
and anticipated capital expenditures and depreciation. Sandoz 
then uses activity-based costing techniques to assign budgeted 
overhead costs to different work centres (e.g. mixing, blending, 
tableting, testing and packaging). Finally, overhead costs are 
assigned to products based on the activity levels required by 
each product at each work centre. The resulting standard 
product cost is used in product profitability analysis and 
for pricing decisions. The two main focal points in Sandoz’s 
performance analyses are overhead absorption analysis and 
manufacturing overhead variance analysis.

Each month, Sandoz uses absorption analysis to compare 
actual production and actual costs to the standard costs of 
processed inventory. The monthly analysis evaluates two key 
trends:
1.  Are costs in line with the budget? If not, the reasons are 

examined and the accountable managers notified.
2.  Are production volume and product mix conforming to 

plan? If not, Sandoz reviews and adjusts machine capacities 

and the absorption trend is deemed to be permanent. 
Plant management uses absorption analysis as a compass 
to determine whether they are on budget and have an 
appropriate capacity level to satisfy the needs of their 
customers efficiently.

Manufacturing overhead variances are examined at the work 
centre level. These variances help determine when equipment is 
not running as expected, which leads to repair or replacement. 
Variances also help in identifying inefficiencies in processing 
and set-up and cleaning times, which leads to more efficient 
ways to use equipment. Sometimes, manufacturing overhead 
variance analysis leads to the review and improvement of the 
standards themselves—a critical element in planning the level 
of plant capacity. Management reviews current and future 
capacity use on a monthly basis, using standard hours entered 
into the Enterprise Resource Planning system. The standards 
are a useful tool in identifying capacity constraints and future 
capital needs.

As the US plant controller remarked: ‘Standard costing 
at Sandoz produces costs that are not only understood by 
management accountants and industrial engineers, but by 
decision makers in marketing and on the production floor. 
Management accountants at Sandoz achieve this by having 
a high degree of process understanding and involvement. 
The result is better pricing and product-mix decisions, lower 
waste, process improvements and efficient capacity choices—
all contributing to overall profitability.’ With continued price 
pressures on generic pharmaceuticals, Sandoz’s focus on 
overhead cost variances will be critical to maintain profitability 
and growth.

Variance analysis and standard costing help 
Sandoz manage its overhead costs

concEpTs 
in AcTion

Sources: Conversations with, and documents prepared by, Eric Evans and Erich Erchr (of  Sandoz US) on 20 March 2004 and 28 May 2004; Conversations with, 
and documents prepared by, John Niedermayer (pharmaceutical consultant) on 31 August 2007. 

Sanjana Company makes watches. For 2018, the company expected fixed overhead 
costs of $648 000. Sanjana uses direct labour-hours to allocate fixed overhead and 
anticipates 21 600 hours during the year for an expected output of 540 000 units. An 

equal number of units are budgeted for each month. 
During October, 48 000 watches were produced and $52 000 was spent on fixed 

overhead.  

Required
Calculate the following:

a.  the fixed overhead rate for 2018

b.  the fixed overhead spending variance for October

c.  the production-volume variance for October.

try it! 13.2
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Concepts in action 
features cover real-
world cost accounting 
issues across a variety of 
industries in Australia and 
internationally .
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capacity. Supervisors on the X6 line could have supervised the production of 60 000 X6s but 
will supervise only 55 000 X6s because of the lower demand. However, BMW must pay for the 
unused line supervision capacity because the cost of supervision cannot be reduced in the short 
run. If demand is even lower—say only 50 000 X6s—line supervision costs will not change; 
they will continue to be $2 000 000 and idle capacity will increase. 

Unlike variable costs, fixed costs of resources (such as for line supervision) cannot be quickly 
and easily changed to match the resources needed or used. Over time, however, managers can 
take actions to reduce fixed costs. For example, if the X6 line needs to be run for fewer hours 
because of low demand for X6s, BMW may lay off supervisors or move them to another 
production line. Companies may also choose to rent their software from a service provider 
rather than buying it to reduce fixed costs, as shown in the Concepts in action feature opposite.

Do not assume that individual cost items are inherently variable or inherently fixed. 
Consider labour costs. Labour costs can be purely variable with respect to units produced 
when workers are paid on a unit basis. For example, some garment workers are paid on a per-
garment-sewed basis. In contrast, the labour costs at a plant in the coming year are sometimes 
appropriately classified as fixed. For instance, a labour union agreement might set annual 
salaries and conditions, contain a no-lay-off clause and severely restrict a company’s flexibility 
to assign workers to any other plant that has demand for labour. Japanese companies have, 
for a long time, had a policy of lifetime employment for their workers. Although such a policy 
entails higher labour costs, particularly in economic downturns, the benefits are increased 
loyalty and dedication to the company and higher productivity. The Sustainability in action 

SUStainabiLitY 
in Action

How car sharing is helping reduce business 
transportation costs

Rising petrol prices, high insurance costs and hefty parking 
fees have forced many businesses to reconsider the ownership 
of company or fleet cars. In Sydney and Melbourne, car-
sharing businesses, such as Flexicar, GoGet CarShare and 
Charter Drive, have emerged as an attractive alternative. These 
businesses provide an on-demand option for city businesses and 
individuals to rent a car by the day or even the hour. Basically, 
members make a reservation by telephone or internet, go to 
where the car is located (usually on foot or by public transport), 
swipe an electronic card over a sensor that unlocks the door, 
and then just climb in and drive away. Rental fees usually 
include fuel, insurance, maintenance and cleaning.

Car sharing offers an environmentally friendly, low-cost 
and no-hassle alternative for companies. Many small businesses 
own a company car or two for getting to meetings, making 
deliveries and other errands. Similarly, large companies may 
own a fleet of cars to shuttle visiting executives and clients back 
and forth from appointments, business lunches and the airport. 
Traditionally, companies had no other option but to own these 
cars, which involves very high fixed costs, including buying 
the asset (car) and the costs of maintenance and insurance 
for multiple drivers. Now, companies can use car-sharing 
businesses for on-demand transportation while reducing their 

transportation, overhead and fringe benefits costs. This has 
resulted in lower or no fleet expenses for private companies 
using car-sharing services. In the USA, Twitter managers use 
Zipcar’s fleet of Mini Coopers and Toyota Priuses to meet 
venture capitalists and partners in Silicon Valley or when 
travelling far away from its headquarters. In 2015, research 
found that Zipcar’s business program eliminated the need for 
roughly 33 000 cars across North America.

From a business perspective, car sharing allows companies 
to convert the fixed costs of owning a company car to variable 
costs. If business slows, or a car isn’t required, car-share 
customers are not burdened with the fixed costs of car 
ownership. Such an arrangement is also attractive to those keen 
on reducing carbon emissions or companies with core values of 
employing sustainable practices, as research has shown that one 
car-sharing vehicle can replace up to 10 privately owned cars on 
the road. Several councils are putting their support behind car 
sharing by providing dedicated car-share parking spaces.

Car sharing is a practical and creative concept that 
helps solve the problem of congestion on major city roads. 
In addition, car-sharing businesses that are conscious about 
the environment can choose to operate hybrid or small fuel-
economical cars in their fleet.

Sources: Anon. 2008 ‘Share a car and fight congestion’, Sydney Morning Herald, 28 May; Hutton, J. 2008, ‘Share exchange—Covering corporate car share and 
outsourced fleet service’, Business Review Weekly, 5 June; Keegan, P. 2009, ‘Zipcar—The best new idea in business.’ Fortune, 27 August, <http://money.cnn.
com/2009/08/26/news/companies/zipcar_car_rentals.fortune/>, accessed 3 December 2012; Olsen, E. 2009, ‘Car sharing reinvents the company wheels’, New 
York Times, 7 May, <www. nytimes.com/2009/05/07/business/businessspecial/07CAR.html>, accessed 3 December 2012; Zipcar, Inc. 2012, ‘Zipcar for business 
case studies’, <www.zipcar.com/business/is-it/case-studies>, accessed 3 December 2012; Zipcar, Inc. 2015, ‘New research finds business use of  Zipcar reduces 
personal car ownership’, press release, 27 July, <www.zipcar.com/press/releases/z4breducescarownership>, accessed 25 September 2016.
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Sustainability in action 
features show how integral 
sustainability issues are 
to cost and management 
accounting . 

Found throughout each 
chapter, Try it interactive 
questions give students 
the opportunity to apply 
a concept they have just 
learned . Solutions are given 
at the end of each chapter .
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feature on page 43 describes how a car-sharing service offers companies the opportunity to 
convert the fixed costs of owning corporate cars into variable costs while simultaneously 
reducing their environmental impact.

A particular cost item could be variable with respect to one level of activity and fixed with 
respect to another. Consider annual registration and licence costs for a fleet of planes owned 
by an airline company. Registration and licence costs would be a variable cost with respect to 
the number of planes owned. But registration and licence costs for a particular plane are fixed 
with respect to the kilometres flown by that plane during a year.

Some costs have both fixed and variable elements and are called mixed or semi-variable 
costs. For example, a company’s telephone costs may have a fixed monthly payment and a 
charge per phone-minute used. We discuss mixed costs and techniques to separate out their 
fixed and variable components in chapter 3.

Decision 
Point 3

How do managers 
decide whether a cost 
is a variable or a fixed 
cost?

PepsiCo Beverages uses trucks to transport bottles from the warehouse to different 
retail outlets. This problem focuses on the cost of operating a truck. Fuel costs are 

$0.15 per kilometre driven. Insurance costs are $6 000 per year. 

Required
Calculate the total costs and the cost per kilometre for fuel and insurance if the truck is 
driven (a) 20 000 kilometres per year or (b) 30 000 kilometres per year.

tRy it! 2.1

Cost drivers
A cost driver is a variable, such as the level of activity or volume, that causally affects costs 
over a given time span. That is, there is a cause-and-effect relationship between a change in 
the level of activity or volume and a change in the level of total costs. For example, if product 
design costs change with the number of parts in a product, the number of parts is a cost driver 
of product design costs. Similarly, kilometres driven is often a cost driver of distribution costs.

The cost driver of a variable cost is the level of activity or volume for which change causes 
proportionate changes in the variable cost. For example, the number of vehicles assembled is 
the cost driver of the total cost of tyres. If set-up workers are paid an hourly wage, the number 
of set-up hours is the cost driver of total (variable) set-up costs.

Costs that are fixed in the short run have no cost driver in the short run but may have a 
cost driver in the long run. Consider the costs of testing, say, 0.2% of the colour printers at 
Hewlett-Packard. These costs consist of Testing Department equipment and staff costs that 
are difficult to change and, hence, are fixed in the short run with respect to changes in the 
volume of production. In this case, volume of production is not a cost driver of testing costs in 
the short run. In the long run, however, Hewlett-Packard will increase or decrease the Testing 
Department’s equipment and staff to the levels needed to support future production volumes. 
In the long run, volume of production is a cost driver of testing costs. 

Costing systems that identify the cost of each activity, such as testing, design, or set-up, are 
called activity-based costing systems.

Relevant range
Relevant range is the band of normal activity level or volume in which there is a specific 
relationship between the level of activity or volume and the cost in question. For example, a 
fixed cost is fixed only in relation to a given wide range of total activity or volume (at which 
the company is expected to operate) and only for a given time span (usually a particular budget 
period). Suppose that BMW contracts with Linfox Logistics (LL) to transport X6s to dealers. 
LL rents two trucks for annual fixed rental costs of $40 000 each. The maximum annual usage 
of each truck is 120 000 kilometres. In the current year (2018), the predicted combined total 
hauling of the two trucks is 170 000 kilometres.

Figure 2.3 shows how annual fixed costs behave at different levels of kilometres of hauling. 
Up to 120 000 kilometres, LL can operate with one truck; from 120 001 to 240 000 kilometres, 
it operates with two trucks; from 240 001 to 360 000 kilometres, it operates with three trucks. 
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What does the word cost mean to you? Is it the price you pay for something of 
value, like a tablet? A cash outflow, like monthly rent? Something that affects 
profitability, like salaries? Organisations, like individuals, deal with different 
types of cost. They incur costs to generate revenues. Unfortunately, when times 
get tough, companies may find that they are unable to cut costs fast enough, 
leading to bankruptcy. This was the case with surf-wear company Quiksilver in 
the USA.

HiGH FiXeD costs BAnKRUpt QUiKsiLVeR
Cost cutting is a term that is mentioned in the media a lot. It is especially prominent in 
times of credit crunching and economic downturns. In Australia, the wealth management 
sector is one of those being paralysed by high fixed costs (such as from office leases) 
pushing companies to cut costs. Recently, Morgan Stanley undertook a major overhaul 
of its Australian operations, targeting millions of dollars of fixed-cost savings to achieve a 
sustainable position. 

In 2015, surf-wear company Quiksilver announced that it had filed for Chapter 
11 bankruptcy in the USA (excluding its European and Asia–Pacific operations). The 
company’s high fixed costs—costs that did not decrease as the number of boardshorts 
and hoodies sold declined—had crippled the company. In the 1990s and early 2000s, 
Quiksilver rode the wave of young shoppers emulating the cool lifestyle of surfers, 
skateboarders and snowboarders to financial success and opened hundreds of retail 
stores worldwide, many in expensive areas such as Times 
Square in New York. This expansion saddled the company 
with a huge amount of debt. When sales rapidly declined in 
2015, the company collapsed under the weight of its high 
fixed operating costs—like long-term leases and salaries—
and massive debt-servicing payments. After declaring 
bankruptcy, Quiksilver began rapidly selling off its non-core 
brands and closing many retail stores. 

The car industry, which has high fixed costs that 
cannot be easily changed, is another feeling the crunch. 
The competitiveness of companies such as General Motors 
in the Australian car market is drastically affected by the 
fixed costs—costs that do not change with the number 
of cars made. Holden, Toyota and Ford will all cease 
manufacturing in Australia due to the high costs and low 
levels of local car sales.

Learning ObjectiveS

1 define and illustrate a cost object.

2 distinguish between direct costs 
and indirect costs.

3 explain variable costs and fixed 
costs.

4 interpret unit costs with caution.

5 distinguish between inventoriable 
costs and period costs.

6 explain why product costs are 
calculated in different ways for 
different purposes.

7 describe a framework for 
cost accounting and activity 
management.

Sources: Khouri, A. 2015, ‘Wipeout: Quiksilver files for Chapter 11 bankruptcy in U.S.’, Los Angeles Times, 9 September, <www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-quiksilver-
bankruptcy-20150909-story.html>, accessed 19 September 2016; Belgum, D. 2015, ‘Oaktree Capital working on buying Quiksilver’, California Apparel News, 3 November, 
<www.apparelnews.net/news/2015/nov/03/oaktree-capital-working-buying-quiksilver/>, accessed 18 September 2016; Bennet, M. & White, A. 2016, ‘Morgan Stanley takes axe 
to adviser pay in revamp’, 27 May, <www.theaustralian.com.au/business/financial-services/morgan-stanley-takes-axe-to-adviser-pay-in-revamp/news-story/3309dd5d054beefc2bd
a8b402bbc0d4b>, accessed 18 September 2016; Dowling, J. 2015, ‘Holden’s pot-holed history: How it came to this’, 13 September, <www.news.com.au/technology/innovation/
motoring/holdens-potholed-history-how-it-came-to-this/news-story/2aee8de7bb8019ead16b59122fee4119>, accessed 19 September 2016.

Richard Levine/Alamy Stock Photo 
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Real company vignettes open each 
chapter . The vignettes engage the 
reader in a business situation, or a 
dilemma, illustrating why and how the 
concepts in the chapter are relevant in 
business .
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MyLab Accounting for Horngren’s Cost accounting: a managerial emphasis, 3e

A guided tour for students and educators

Test and assignments: 
Each MyLabTM comes with 
preloaded assignments, all 
of which are automatically 
graded and include select 
end-of-chapter questions 
and problems from the 
textbook . 

Unlimited practice:  
Many Study Plan and 
Instructor-assigned 
exercises contain algorithms 
to ensure that students 
get as much practice as 
they need . As students 
work through Study Plan 
or Homework exercises, 
instant feedback and tutorial 
resources guide them 
towards understanding .



Learning resources: 
To further reinforce 
understanding, Study Plan 
and Homework problems 
link to additional learning 
resources: 
•   Step-by-step guided 

solutions
•  Graphing tool
•   eText linked to sections for 

Study Plan questions .

Study Plan:  
A Study Plan is generated 
from each student’s results 
on quizzes and tests . 
Students can clearly see 
which topics they have 
mastered and, more 
importantly, which they  
need to work on .

MyLab Accounting www.pearsonmylabandmastering.com
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